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port, in consultation with the Minister of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food and himself, will consider the 
views of the Great Yarmouth Port and Haven 
Commissioners, the East Suffolk and Norfolk Rivers 
Board, and other local bodies about the future of 
the Broads. 

International Council of Scientific Unions 

THE ninth general assembly of the International 
Council of Scientific Unions will be held at the School 
of Pharmacy, University of London, during Septem
ber 25-28. The general assembly will be preceded 
by meetings of the bureau and of the executive board 
to be held in the rooms of the Royal Society, which 
is the British adhering body to the International 
Council of Scientific Unions. The last general 
assembly of the Council held in London was in 1946, 
the first after the Second World War. While the 
scientific results of the international effort put into the 
International Geophysical Year are gradually becom
ing available, plans are being made by the Inter
national Council of Scientific Unions and several of the 
Unions for the "International Year of the Quiet Sun", 
April 1, 1964-December 31, 1965. The results 
obtained during the maximum solar activity period 
of the International Geophysical Year can only be of 
full value with a complementary programme at the 
forthcoming period of minimum activity. The 
disciplines of geomagnetism, aurora and airglow, 
cosmic rays and space research are particularly 
affected. Preliminary work is taking place on an 
"Upper Mantle Project" proposed by the Inter
national Union of Geodesy and Geophysics. There 
is to be a meeting on the subject in Moscow in 1963. 
The study of the upper mantle and its influence on 
the Earth's crust is fundamental to the solution of 
the outstanding questions of geology and solid earth 
geophysics, and will include work on deep drilling, 
deep-sea seismographs, deep-focus earthquakes, mag
netic and gravimetric investigations, tectonic and 
magnetic development of crust, work on changes in 
phase, thermal conditions and equation of state, and 
high-pressure laboratory work on behaviour of rocks. 

The International Union of Biological Sciences has 
for some time been discussing plans for an "Inter
national Biological Programme". Preparation for 
the programme will take several years, and a prepara
tory committee of six members has been set up to 
establish communication lines with the United 
Nations Organization, national adhering bodies, and 
other interested groups, and to formulate a precise 
programme on the basis of information gained. 
The "Special Committee of Oceanic Research", set 
up by the International Council of Scientific Unions 
in 1957, is planning an intensive investigation of the 
Indian Ocean. A number of reconnaisance cruises 
has been carried out; but the main period of activity 
in the Indian Ocean will be 1962-63. With at least 
thirteen countries and some forty-three ships, the 
International Indian Ocean Expedition promises 
to be more ambitious than the oceanographic con
tribution to the International Geophysical Year. 

First Pamphlet on Clean Air 
THE year 1661 may be said to be the beginning of the 

campaign for clean air. In that year John Evelyn 
wrote his famous tract, or discourse, Fumijugium, or 
the Smoake of London Dissipated. The work is dated 
May 1661, and it was presented to Charles II in 
September 1661. King Charles, Evelyn records in his 

diary, "was pleased that I should publish it by his 
special commands, being much gratified with it". 
The National Society for Clean Air has now reprinted 
the tract. It is available either as a paper-back at 
2s. 6d. or cloth-bound at 5s. (postage 3d. or 6d. extra) 
from Field House, Breams Buildings, London, E.C.4. 
In the Epistle Dedicatory to "The King's Most Sacred 
Majesty", Evelyn explains how the idea of the book 
was conceived: "It was one day, as I was Walking 
in Your MAJESTIES Palace at White-Hall that a 
presumptuous Smoake issuing from one or two Tun
nels neer Northumberland house, and not far from 
Scotland Yard, did so invade the Court; that all the 
Rooms Galleries, and Places about it were filled and 
infested with it; and that to such a degree, as Men 
could hardly discern one another for the Clowd, and 
none could support, without manifest Inconveniency". 
In his preface to the tract, the author waxes 
eloquent: "That this Glorious and Antient City, 
which from Wood might be rendred Brick (like 
another Rome) from Brick made Stone and Marble; 
which commands the Proud Ocean to the Indies, 
and reaches the farthest Antipodes should wrap her 
stately head in Clowds of Smoake and Sulphur, so 
full of Stink and Darknesse, I deplore with just 
Indignation". 

Measurement of Quality in the Chemical Factory 

IN the latest Department of Scientific and Indus
trial Research booklet which has been produced to 
extend the application of science in industry, A. J. 
Clark and C. W. Munday, of the Distillers Co., Ltd., 
discuss the use of instruments to control processes 
in the production of chemicals. The authors sum 
up their attitude with the words, "All chemical plants 
should have skilled analysts for measuring product 
quality, and it is indisputable that a first-class analyst 
is far more versatile than any instrument. However, 
if it is found that the successful functioning of a 
process depends on a large number of routine analyti
cal operations, it is worth considering whether an 
instrument would be a more effective way of doing 
the job". The advantage of such an arrangement is 
that the analyst can be released for more creative 
work, and that continuous control can be exercised 
without the delay inherent in human supervision. 
In this booklet, Quality Measurement in the Chemical 
Factory, the emphasis is on instruments of proved 
worth and relative cheapness, with as wide a range of 
applications as possible. The authors pay special 
attention to the use of gas chromatography. Process
stream gas chromatography analysers with a simple 
repetition time of 1 min. are now becoming available, 
and, linked to automatic controllers, are already 
controlling chemical processes. Copies of the booklet 
may be obtained free from the Department of 
Scientific and Industrial Research Library, Charles 
House, 5-11 Regent St., London, S.W.l. 

A Soviet View of British Libraries 
UNDER the title "A Soviet ViewofBritishLibraries'', 

the Library Association has issued as Pamphlet No. 
22 a report on a visit in October-November 1959 
by V. I. Shunkov, G. G. Firsov and N. I. Tyulina, 
translated by A. Thompson (Pp. 32, The Library 
Association, London, 1961. 5s.). The pamphlet gives 
an interesting picture of the learned and public 
libraries as seen through Russian eyes, of co-operation 
between these libraries, their staffs, organization, 
buildings and equipment. Of the learned libraries, 
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